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A combined experimental and theoretical study of the structural properties of the H2–HCO
1

ion-neutral complex has been undertaken. Infrared vibrational predissociation spectra of mass
selected H2–HCO

1 complexes in the 2500–4200 cm21 range display several vibrational bands, the
most intense arising from excitation of the C–H and H2 stretch vibrations. The latter exhibits
resolved rotational structure, being composed ofS–S andP–P subbands as expected for a parallel
transition of complex with a T-shaped minimum energy geometry. The determined ground state
molecular constants are in good agreement with ones obtained byab initio calculations conducted
at the QCISD~T!/6–311G(2d f ,2pd) level. The complex is composed of largely undistorted H2 and
HCO1 subunits, has a T-shaped minimum energy geometry with an H2•••HCO

1 intermolecular
bondlength of approximately 1.75 Å. Broadening of the higherJ lines in theP andR branches of
theP–P subband is proposed to be due to asymmetry type doubling, the magnitude of which is
consistent with the calculated barrier to H2 internal rotation. The lowerJ lines in theS–S andP–P
subbands have widths of 0.06 cm21, around three times larger than the laser bandwidth,
corresponding to a decay time of'90 ps for the upper level. The absence of discernible rotational
structure in then2 band suggests that it has predissociation lifetime of less than 1 ps. ©1995
American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Interest in the isomeric forms of H3CO
1 followed the

proposal by Herbst and Klemperer in 1973 that formald
hyde may be produced in dark interstellar clouds throug
mechanism in which the primary step was the radiative
sociation of H2 and HCO1.1 The association product wa
presumed to be protonated formaldehyde which produ
formaldehyde after dissociative recombination with ele
trons. Fehsenfeld, Dunkin, and Ferguson subseque
showed that H3CO

1 ions formed in such low energy encoun
ters rapidly exchange H2 for CO to form~CO!2H

1, suggest-
ing that they have an H2–HCO

1 form, rather than the more
stable protonated formaldehyde structure,2 a conjecture given
firm foundation by high pressure mass spectrometry m
surements, which provided an association energy for
complex of'3.9 kcal/mol with respect to the H21HCO1

limit.3 Corresponding theoretical studies4–10have since iden-
tified at least three stable isomers of H3CO

1, the protonated
formaldehyde cation H2COH

1 which is in fact the most
stable form, and the two proton bound complexes H2–HCO

1

and H2–HOC
1. Barriers for isomerization between the thre

forms appear to exceed the H3
11CO and H21HCO1 disso-

ciation limit making it appropriate to think of them as dis
tinct molecular species. Prior to the present study only
protonated formaldehyde cation had received spectrosco
attention.11

The experimental part of the current work is concern
with the H2–HCO

1 complex as revealed through its predi
sociative infrared absorptions. Our motivation for the inve
tigation is twofold; we wish to produce experimental data
the H21HCO1 potential energy surface which can be com
pared with theoretical predictions, and so be used to ch
the accuracy of current calculations. More generally we
interested in learning about the nature of ion–neutral int
5152 J. Chem. Phys. 102 (13), 1 April 1995 0021-9606/95/
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actions at close range—factors governing geometries, diss
ciation energies, and barriers for isomerization. While th
last 15–20 years have witnessed exciting experimental a
theoretical work that has done much to elucidate these issu
for complexes involving two or moreneutral species,12–14

the corresponding questions for ion–neutral complexes a
only beginning to be answered. Additional impetus arise
because the H2–HCO

1 complex can be viewed as a stabi-
lized intermediate for the astrophysically importan
H3

11CO→HCO11H2 protonation reaction. Largely because
of its astrophysical relevance, the reaction has come unde
deal of scrutiny from quantum chemists,5–8 much of the
work being prompted by a desire to understand relative ef
ciencies for the formation of formyl cation~HCO1! and less
stable isoformyl cation~HOC1! products.

Our experimental detection of H2–HCO
1 vibrational

transitions is grounded upon the observation of ionic photo
ragments from laser excited metastable vibrational leve
The use of vibrational predissociation spectroscopy as a to
for the investigation of the structures of ionic complexes wa
pioneered with the study of protonated hydrogen~H2n11

1 !15

and water@~H2O!nH
1#16 complexes. In principle, it is similar

to the bolometer optothermal technique, employed so su
cessfully for the sub-Doppler characterization of neutral va
der Waals molecules.17 Vibrational predissociation spectros-
copy sports the considerable advantage of facile size sel
tivity of the target complex, but has the drawback that ulti
mately the ions must be dissociated for a transition to b
inferred. Whenever a single photon is employed to probe a
dissociate the complex there is always the possibility that th
rotational lines are homogeneously broadened, due to
strong coupling with the dissociative continuum, sometime
to the extent that the rotational structure is obscured. A
though, this appears to be the case for several of t
H2–HCO

1 vibrational bands, fortunately there is one transi
102(13)/5152/13/$6.00 © 1995 American Institute of Physics
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tion ~n1! which features almost complete rotational resol
tion, allowing a determination of ground and excited sta
rotational and centrifugal distortion constants.

In order to guide interpretation of the H2–HCO
1 spec-

trum we have carried outab initio investigations of the po-
tential hypersurface in regions adjacent to the H2–HCO

1

minimum. Although existing calculations have extensive
addressed binding energies, isomerization barriers and st
tures of the various H3CO

1 isomers they have, apart from a
earlier study,4 largely ignored vibrational properties. We fo
cus not only on the structures and energies of H2–HCO

1

minima and transition states, but also determine effect
approximate potentials for the intermolecular stretch vib
tion and H2 internal rotation.

The spectroscopic investigations described in the pres
paper complement many earlier studies of neutral comple
involving the H2 molecule, including H2–Ar, H2–Kr,
H4–Xe.

18 Comparisons can be drawn between the proper
of H2–HCO

1 with the ones of H2–HF
19 and D2–HF.

20 In
both cases the structural attributes should be strongly in
enced by electrostatic forces favouring in both cases
T-shaped geometry. For H2–HCO

1 the leading term is a
charge–quadrupole interaction while for H2–HF it is a
dipole–quadrupole term. Lovejoy, Nelson, and Nesbitt
their work on infrared transitions in the H2–HF

19 and
D2–HF

20 complexes observed asymmetry splittings whi
were an order of magnitude larger than the ones expected
a rigid rotor composed of undistorted H2 and HF subunits.
Their subsequent analysis showed that the anomalous s
tings were due to large angular excursions of the H2 subunit,
the internal rotation being incompletely quenched by the a
isotropic barriers. Using a simple hindered rotor Hamiltoni
they were able to fit the observed splittings and infer deta
of the internal rotational barriers in the ground and excit
vibrational states. Although efforts to pursue a similar cou
in the analysis of the H2–HCO

1 spectrum are hampered b
predissociation induced line broadening, aJ dependence in
the widths provides some evidence concerning the mag
tude of the anisotropy. In addition, we are able to conduc
radial analysis to obtain information on the effective rot
tional and centrifugal distortion constants for ground and e
cited vibrational states. In an H2–HCO

1 complex composed
of largely undistorted H2 and HCO1 subunits these proper
ties are closely related to the length and strength of
H2•••HCO

1 intermolecular bond. These data along with th
shifts in the frequencies of the intramolecular vibrations pr
vide direct impressions of the molecular consequences
close range ion–neutral interaction.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Infrared spectra of mass selected H2–HCO
1 complexes

were obtained by exciting predissociative transitions whi
measuring the HCO1 fragment ion current. The quadrupole
octopole–quadrupole tandem mass spectrometer instrum
used to prepare and isolate the complexes has been desc
previously21–23 and here remarks are confined to essen
details. In summary, ions created by an electron impa
supersonic expansion ion source are extracted and mas
lected by a quadrupole mass filter before being deflec
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 10
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through 90° and injected into an octopole ion guide. There
they are subjected to the pulsed IR output of a two stage
tuneable optical parametric oscillator. A second quadrupol
mass filter is tuned to transmit photofragment ions which ar
subsequently assayed with a Daly scintillation detector24

coupled to boxcar integrator. Spectra are recorded by me
suring the fragment current as the OPO output is scanned
frequency. The ions pass through the octopole with an energ
of 8 eV, necessitating a small Doppler correction to the mea
sured wavenumbers~10.097 cm21 at 4060 cm21!. By using
the octopole ion guide as a retarding field energy analyzer a
energy spread of61 eV was determined for the primary ion
beam, implying an approximate 0.006 cm21 Doppler width
for transitions near 4000 cm21.

The IR light source is a tuneable, seeded, optical para
metric oscillator capable of producing 500 MHz bandwidth
light in the 1.5–4.0mm range. The device possesses three
stages—a master oscillator, and two amplifier/converte
stages—all using KTP crystals pumped either by the 106
nm fundamental or 532 doubled output of a seeded Nd:YAG
laser. Narrow band light from the 532 nm pumped maste
oscillator seeds a power oscillator stage consisting of con
trarotating KTP crystals pumped by the doubled output of a
Nd:YAG laser~532 nm!. The idler wave~first output! from
this stage is introduced into a further parametric amplifier
again consisting of contrarotating KTP crystals but this time
pumped by the 1064 nm Nd:YAG fundamental. The outpu
of this stage~second output! is tuneable in the 2500–4200
cm21 range with a 0.02 cm21 bandwidth. Calibration of ro-
tational lines in the H2–HCO

1n1 band was achieved by si-
multaneously recording optoacoustic spectra of either acety
lene ~excited by the second OPO output! or water vapor
~excited by the first output!.

The ion source consists of pulsed supersonic expansio
with twin electron emitting filaments positioned close to the
nozzle orifice. Previous studies have shown that the source
capable of producing ionic complexes with rotational tem-
peratures in the 30–40 K range, although on occasion th
vibrational temperature can be considerably higher. In th
present experiment a 15:1 mixture of H2/CO was passed
through an acetone/dry ice cooled trap to remove water va
por and expanded at 4–5 atm. An on-line computer con
trolled gas mixing system provides flexibility in optimizing
the mixture. Adjustment of source conditions to produce
H2–HCO

1 was achieved initially by introducing Ar or He
buffer gas into the octopole region and monitoring the colli-
sion induced fragmentation into HCO1. Subsequently, the
photofragmentation signal was maximized with the lase
tuned to a resonance.

Several reaction schemes appear capable of producin
H2–HCO

1 in the supersonic plasma, including three body
association of the HCO1 ion with H2 molecules

H3
11CO→HCO11H2,

~1!
HCO112H2→H2–HCO

11H2

and direct formation through the reaction of H5
1 ~or H9

1 , etc.!
with CO, e.g.,

H5
11CO→H2–HCO

11H2. ~2!
2, No. 13, 1 April 1995
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In fact, the second reaction scheme can be viewed as a v
ant of the first, in which the third body necessary for th
stabilization is provided by the H5

1 reactant.
A mass spectrum of ions produced in the 25–35 u ran

is shown in Fig. 1. Adjacent to the dominant HCO1 mass
peak~29 u! are smaller peaks due to H13CO1/DCO1 ~30 u!
and H3CO

1 ~31 u!. Although previous experimental25 and
theoretical4–10works demonstrate that H3CO

1 can exist in a
number of isomeric forms including H2–HCO

1, H2–HOC
1,

and H2COH
1 ~protonated formaldehyde!, several pieces of

evidence encourage the attribution of the spectra recorde
the present work to the H2•••HCO

1 ion–neutral complex.
~1! The magnitude of the H3CO

1 mass peak was found
to be sensitive to the position of the nozzle with respect
the two electron emitting filaments, being maximized wh
the filaments were reasonably close to the nozzle orifi
Previous experience with the formation and spectrosco
characterization of weakly bound ionic clusters~e.g.,
N2

1–He23,26!, leads us to take this as a sign that the molec
or complex is probably weakly bound, and requires relative
high gas densities for its formation.

~2!–Collisional dissociation of the H3CO
1 by helium

buffer gas in the octopole at 2–5 eV laboratory energy
sulted in the appearance of a mass 29 peak~HCO1 or
HOC1!, strongly suggesting that a substantial fraction of t
mass 31 signal is due either to H2–HCO

1 or H2–HOC
1.

Experimental and theoretical studies indicate that althou
the protonation of CO by H3

1 produces both the isoformy
HOC1 and formyl HCO1 species,27,28 the former are readily

FIG. 1. Mass spectrum of ions produced in the 25–35 u range by the pu
supersonic expansion electron impact ion source. The dominant peak at
is due to HCO1, the one at 30 u to DCO1/H13CO1, and the one at 31 u to
H2–HCO

1. Clear mass separation enables the attribution of photodisso
tion peaks to a species of one particular mass.
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converted to the latter through subsequent collisions with H2
or CO.4,25 Given the large CO and H2 densities in our ion
source, it is likely that practically complete conversion of the
isoformyl to the more stable formyl ion should occur.

~3! Finally we note that rotational constants extracted
from the spectral analysis~see Sec. IV! agree with theoretical
predictions for the H2–HCO

1 complex, but not for the other
possible isomers~see Table I!.

III. CALCULATIONS

A. Ab initio calculations

The considerably higher proton affinity of CO compared
to H2 means that the H2–HCO

1 complex can be considered
essentially as an H2 molecule associated with an HCO

1 cat-
ion. Although in principle it is possible to build up a poten-
tial energy surface describing the interaction of H2 and CO
subunits by means ofab initio quantum chemical methods, a
degree of insight can be had simply by examining the long
range electrostatic and inductive interactions. The chief at
tractive long range forces arise from the electrostatic inter
action between the positive charge on the HCO1 ~principally
localized on the H and C atoms! and the quadrupole moment
of the H2 molecule, together with the inductive charge-
induced dipole interaction. That is,

Vlr ~R,u!5
QU

8pe0R
3 ~3 cos2 u21!

2
1

2

Q2~a i cos
2 u1a' sin2 u!

4pe0R
4 . ~3!

@Here,Q is the ion charge,R the distance between the H2
center of mass and the ion,ai anda' the parallel and per-
pendicular volume polarizabilities of H2 ~0.79 and 0.93 Å3,
respectively29!, and U the quadrupole moment of H2
~12.12310240 Cm2 30!#. While the induction contribution is
attractive for any geometrical arrangement, the charge
quadrupole interaction may be either attractive or repulsiv
depending upon the orientation. In Fig. 2 the sum of the
charge–quadrupole and charge-induced dipole terms a
plotted as a function of separation and angle assuming th
the center of mass of the H2 lies on the HCO

1 axis. It can be
seen that at intermediate ranges the total interaction is co

lsed
29 u

cia-
TABLE I. Predicted and measured rotational constants~in cm21! for various isomers of H3CO
1. Calculated

constants are equilibrium values while the experimental ones are vibrationally averaged.

H2COH
1a H2–HOC

1b H2–HCO
1c H2–HCO

1d H2–HCO
1e H2–HCO

1f

A 6.5903 55.1403 59.4693 60.9168 59.8183
B 1.1459 0.6471 0.4763 0.4992 0.5042
C 0.9730 0.6396 0.4725 0.4951 0.4999
B̄5(B1C)/2 1.0595 0.6434 0.4744 0.4972 0.5020 0.4872

aExpt. Reference 11.
bCalc. Reference 6.
cCalc. Reference 7.
dCalc. Reference 8.
eCalc. present work.
fExpt.B0 value obtained from analysis of then1 P–P subband.
2, No. 13, 1 April 1995
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siderably more attractive in the T-shaped than the linear co
figuration, leading one to anticipate a substantial barrier
the internal rotation of the H2 molecule.

In order to better understand the nature of the H2–HCO
1

complex, equilibrium geometries, potential energy curve
harmonic force fields and dissociation energies were calc
lated using theGAUSSIAN 92 programs.31 The approach in-
volved using the quadratic configuration interaction metho
including all single and double excitations from single dete
minant, self-consistant field ~SCF! wave functions
~QCISD!.32 Effects of connected triple excitations were
added to the QCISD energies in a perturbative way using t
QCISD~T! approach. Although in principle the latter method
offers improved accuracy over the QCISD wave function,
is slightly cumbersome as analytical gradients are not read
available. For this reason, the majority of data presented h
are the result of purely numerical methods based on ene
only minimisation in the case of equilibrium geometry loca
tion, and numerical construction of a quadratic Hessian
the case of the harmonic force field calculations.

Two Gaussian basis sets were used for this work. Ha
monic frequencies were calculated using the 6–311G(d,p)
basis of Pople and co-workers.33 Refined equilibrium struc-
tures, energies, and potential energy functions were cal
lated using the more flexible 6–311G(2d f ,2pd) basis set.
At the highest level of theory @QCISD~T!/6–
311G(2d f ,2pd)#, the equilibrium structures of the mono-
meric units H2 and HCO1 were in close agreement to the
experimental observations. The internuclear distance for2
was 0.743 Å and for HCO1, r ~CH!51.093 Å andr ~CO!51.112
Å ~exp; r e~CH! 5 1.097 Å,r e~CO! 5 1.105 Å34!. Compari-
sons reveal that the calculated harmonic frequencies over
timate the molecular vibrational spacings. Thus for then1
mode of HCO1 the calculated value~3238 cm21! is around
150 cm21 higher than the observed one~3088.727 cm21!.
For the H2 stretch the calculated value was 4402 cm21, ap-
proximately 5.8% larger than the experimental first vibra
tional spacing~4161 cm21 35!.

For H2–HCO
1 a survey of the ion–molecule complex

potential energy surface revealed two stable conformers w
C2v and Cs symmetries. The lower energyC2v structure

FIG. 2. Electrostatic and induction H2•••HCO
1 interaction potential@Eq.

~3!# with parameters as described in the text. Long range charge-quadrup
interactions favor a T-shaped configuration, although due to the attract
inductive contribution the linear configuration is also stable at smaller inte
molecular separations.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 10
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@Fig. 3~a!# is stabilized by 1443 cm21 with respect to
H21HCO1 ~neglecting zero point energy!, and has been
identified in several previous theoretical studies. TheCs con-
former @Fig. 3~c!# lies 2725 cm21 below the dissociation
limit, and is separated from theC2v minimum by a 59 cm21

barrier @Fig. 3~d!#. The calculations show that theC2v con-
former lies 4.13 kcal/mol lower in energy than the separate
monomeric units, or 2.43 kcal/mol when harmonic, zer
point energy corrections are taken into account. Although th
H2–HCO

1 bond energy, the heat of formation at 300 K ha
been determined to be23.9 kcal/mol. After standard thermo-
dynamical corrections are made to the theoretical result36

the DH300
0 for the ion–molecule reaction becomes23.19

kcal/mol, representing a reasonable agreement with the e
perimental value.3

B. Vibrations of H 2–HCO
1

In order to establish contact between theab initio calcu-
lations and the experimental spectrum it is necessary to d
termine vibrational frequencies and transition strengths. Ha
monic vibrational frequencies and dipole strengths for th
nine normal vibrational modes of the H2–HCO

1 complex
determined in conjunction with theab initio calculations de-
scribed above, along with symmetries and descriptions a
listed in Table II and illustrated in Fig. 4. One expects that i
a moderately bound complex such as H2–HCO

1 the vibra-
tions should factor into high frequency ones involving inter

ole
ive
r-

FIG. 3. Stationary points on the H2–HCO
1 hypersurface, with energies

determined at the QCISD~T!/6–311G(2d f,2pd) level. Energies with re-
spect to the H21HCO1 dissociation limit are given in brackets next to each
structure. The transition state between theC2v andCsminima was located at
the QCISD/6–311G(d,p) level of theory with a subsequent energy calcula
tion at the QCISD~T!/6–311G(2d f,2pd) level. Although theC2v T-shaped
structure~a! is the global minimum there is also a secondaryCs minimum
~c!.
2, No. 13, 1 April 1995
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TABLE II. Symmetries, vibrational frequencies, and transition dipole strengths (u^0umu f &u2) for the H2–HCO1

complex. Frequencies and dipole strengths were determined in conjunction with theab initio calculations. The
frequencies given in brackets have been scaled by the factor necessary to bring the corresponding monomer
~HCO1,H2! calculated and observed frequencies into line. Normal modes are illustrated in Fig. 4.

Mode Symmetry Description
Frequency~calc!

~cm21!
Frequency~expt!

~cm21!
u^0umu f &u2

~31021 D2!

1 a1 H–H stretch 4324
~4073!

4060 0.48

2 a1 C–H stretch 2990
~2850!

2840 9.3

3 a1 C–O stretch 2168
~2139!

5.4

4 a1 H2•••HCO
stretch

353 305a

300b
5.4

5 b1 HCO1 out of
plane bend

956
~1034!

0.35

6 b1 low frequency
out-of-plane

bend

197 ~39!c 4.2

7 b2 HCO1 in-plane
bend

973
~1053!

0.24

8 b2 H2 rock 608 0.70
9 b2 low frequency

in-plane bend
195 ~36!d 5.0

aAssuming that the 3145 cm21 band isn21n4.
bDerived from measured centrifugal distortion constants.
cAssuming that 2879.08 band isn21n6.
dAssuming that 2876.36 band isn21n9.
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nal deformations of the molecular subunits shown at the t
of Fig. 4 ~H2 stretch and HCO1 stretches and bends!, and
ones of lower frequency involving ‘‘intermolecular’’ motions
~shown at the bottom of Fig. 4!. Vibrations in the former
category should be similar in nature to the ones of the is
lated subunits although, depending upon the strength of
intermolecular interactions frequencies will be shifted som
what. It is easy to identify then1 vibration of H2–HCO

1 with
the H2 stretch,n2 andn3 with the C–H and C–O stretches of
HCO1, andn5 and n7 with the HCO1 degenerate bend. In
order to better predict the intermolecular frequencies of t
H2–HCO

1 complex, the calculated values were scaled by
factor necessary to bring the corresponding momomer cal
lated frequencies into line with the experimental ones. The
scaled frequencies are also provided in Table II and are
ones given in Fig. 4.

Besides vibrations involving deformations of the com
plexes’ constituents there are four intermolecula
vibrations—the stretching vibration of the H2•••HCO

1 bond
~n4!, an H2 rocking vibration~n8! and two bending vibrations
which principally entail in-plane and out-of-plane motion o
the H2 unit ~n9 and n6!. Regarding theseintermolecularvi-
brations as a collection of normal modes may not be a go
approximation. Flat intermolecular potential energy surfac
and small reduced masses imply substantial vibrational d
placements and thus exploration of the PES well away fro
the minimum. In order to investigate anharmonic effects fo
the intermolecular stretching and bending motions, a ser
of potential energy points away from the minimum energ
configuration were calculated. For the intermolecular stretc
an effectiveab initio stretching potential was determined by
calculating the energy at a number of different intermolec
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102
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lar bond separations, all other degrees of freedom being
lowed to relax. The resulting potential is illustrated in Fig.
Equipped with this potential the radial Schro¨dinger equation
was solved numerically to yield vibrational energy levels.37

This calculational strategy presumes effective decoupling
tween intermolecular stretch and the other molecular m
tions. As expected the first vibrational spacing for the inte
molecular stretch potential shown in Fig. 5~320 cm21! is
somewhat lower than the corresponding harmonic freque
~353 cm21!.

Analysis of the large amplitude intermolecular bendin
motions is more complicated. In the limit of negligible ster
hindrance the three bending vibrations will correlate to inte
nal rotations—the H2 rock with internal rotation of the H2,
and the two low frequency bends with an internal rotation
the HCO1 ion. The two internal rotational motions will be
coupled to some extent by cross terms in the potential ene
expansion, so that if one really wishes to understand the
problem it is necessary to treat the two motions simul
neously. At this stage our experimental spectra are not su
ciently detailed to warrant a complete analysis of the coup
bending problem, and in this paper we confine discussion
a qualitative examination of the nature of the H2 internal
rotation considered in isolation from the other low frequen
motions.

Some insight into the character of the H2 rock/internal
rotation can be derived by considering a simple atom
diatom hindered rotor Hamiltonian, useful discussions
which can be found in Refs. 19 and 38. Neglecting the rad
motion and pretending for the moment that the HCO1 can be
thought of as a point mass, the Hamiltonian for a hinder
, No. 13, 1 April 1995
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rotor atom–diatom molecule can be written in a space fix
coordinate system as

Ĥ5bĵ21Bl̂21V~u!, ~4!

where ĵ and l̂ are angular momentum operators pertainin
respectively, to the rotation of the diatomic~rotational con-
stantb! and of the entire complex~rotational constantB!.
Usually the potential functionV(u) is expanded in a sum of
Legendre polynomials in cosu,

V~u!5(
l

VlPl~cosu!, ~5!

whereu is the angle between the diatomic bond and the li
joining the diatomic center of mass and the atom. As the to
angular momentum of the system is conserved, it is con
nient to expand the eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian
terms of basis functions that are simultaneous eigenfuncti
of ĵ2, l̂2, Ĵ2, and Ĵz ~whereĴ is the total angular momentum
operator;Ĵ5ĵ1l̂!. Such a basis can be constructed as the s
of spherical harmonic products

FIG. 4. Normal modes of H2–HCO
1 determined in conjunction with the

quantum chemical calculations described in Sec. III. The modes factor
five intramolecular vibrations~illustrated at the top of the figure! and four
lower frequency intermolecular vibrations~shown at the bottom!. While the
normal frequencies for the intramolecular modes are likely to be reason
close to the experimental values, the intermolecular motions are expecte
have large amplitude, anharmonic character and the normal mode freq
cies may be in substantial error. The frequency for each intramolec
motion has been scaled by the factor necessary to bring the correspon
monomer unit calculated and observed frequency into line~see the text!.
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, ~6!

where the^ j lm jml uJM& are Clebsch–Gordan coefficients.
Matrix elements of the space fixed Hamiltonian~4! with the
basis set~6! are given in Refs. 19 and 38. For a homonuclea
diatomic only even potential terms need be considered an
the problem separates into ones involving even and oddj
terms.

Although strictly only the total angular momentumJ,
and the parityp85(2) j11 are good quantum numbers, de-
pending upon the magnitude of the hindering potential othe
quantum numbers are approximately good. In the limit of an
isotropic potential [V(u)50], j and l are both good quan-
tum numbers and the two rotations are decoupled from on
another. However, asV(u) increases, the internal rotation
becomes coupled to the end-over-end tumbling andl ceases
to be good quantum numbers although for moderate hinde
ing potentials,j and its projection on the intermolecular axis
K remain approximately good. Eventually, whenV(u) be-
comes large enough, the system effectively becomes a sem
rigid near prolate symmetric top [V(u).0] or linear mol-
ecule @for V(u),0#. Transitions between the various
regimes have been discussed in the literature,38 and depend
upon the ratio of the anisotropy to the diatomic rotationa
constant, so that for a diatomic with a large rotational con
stant such as H2 ~B'60 cm21!, considerable barriers are
necessary to quench the internal rotation.

Several points should be emphasized. First of all, whe
the P2~cosu! term dominates the potential expansion, for
any particularK manifold the level spacings are approxi-
mately as they are for a diatomic molecule

E~K,J!5EK1BeffJ~J11!~J>K ! ~7!

although the spacings between the differentK manifolds are
not as expected for a prolate symmetric top~except in the
limit of very high V2!. This has the consequence that if the

to
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d to
en-
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ding

FIG. 5. Intermolecular stretching potential for H2–HCO
1, determined by

varying the H2•••HCO
1 intermolecular separation while allowing all other

degrees of freedom to relax. Vibrational level spacings were determined b
numerically solving the radial Schro¨dinger equation~Ref. 37!.
2, No. 13, 1 April 1995
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symmetry of the transition is such that aDK50 selection
rule applies, the spectrum will appear as a collection of
atomic like overlapping subbands each characterized b
different K value. Second, for K.0 there are
p85(2) j11511 and21 parity levels for eachJ, the ener-
getic disposition of which for lowJ can be represented by
Eq. ~7! with slightly different effective rotational constants
The splitting is largest forK51 states, and depends sens
tively upon the size of the anisotropic terms in the potenti
manifesting itself in theP andR branch of a parallel infrared
band with pairs of transitions which are displaced sligh
from one another, in much the same way as asymmetry d
blets of a near prolate symmetric top. The splittingincreases
markedly as the barrier to internal rotationdecreases, and
thus as demonstrated by Lovejoy and Nesbittt in their stu
of the H2–HF

19 and D2–HF
20 complexes, can be used t

diagnose the magnitude of the steric hindrance.
An approximate effective potential for the H2 rocking

motion was determined by calculating the complexes’ ene
with the H–H bond tilted at angles of 0, 10, 30, 60, 80, a
90 deg with respect to the HCO1 axis ~the H2 center of mass
being constrained to lie on the HCO1 axis!, all other molecu-
lar degrees of freedom being allowed to relax at each ang
point. The resulting energies~given in Table III! were used to
find least squares values for the first two even coefficients
the Legendre expansion for the potential@Eq. ~5!#, yielding
V25818 cm21 andV452118 cm21 ~taking the bottom of
the angular well to beV50!. Here, we ignore coupling be-
tween the internal rotation and intermolecular stretching c
ordinates, perhaps not an inconsiderable effect as compar
of Figs. 3~a! and 3~b! shows, with a substantially longe
H–H2 bond in the linear configuration than in the T-shap
one. Equipped with the angular potential, the hindered ro
Hamiltonian was diagonalized using the basis~6! to yield
eigenvalues and eigenvectors. Theb andB rotational con-
stants were taken as the ones for hydrogen in its grou
vibrational state~b0559.322 cm21! and the calculated
equilibrium one for H2–HCO

1 ~Be50.502 cm21!. A basis
including j values up to 13 was used, sufficient to conver
the lower level eigenvalues to less than 0.001 cm21.

The lowest rotational levels of the first fewK manifolds
are shown in Fig. 6. As mentioned above, wave functions
even and oddj parentage are not mixed by the potential, a
thus there are independent ortho~j odd! and para~j even!
modifications of H2–HCO

1 which should exist in 3:1 popu-

TABLE III. Energies of H2–HCO
1 configurations where the H2 bond is

tilted by an angle ofa with respect to the HCO1 bond, the H2 center of mass
being constrained to lie on the HCO1 axis, and all other molecular degree
of freedom being allowed to relax. Zero energy is taken to be ata590°
~T-shaped configuration!. A Legendre sum potential@Eq. ~5!# fitted to these
points is shown in Fig. 6.

a ~degrees! Energy~cm21!

0 1162
10 1145
30 969
80 70
90 0
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 10
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lation ratio. Symmetries of the states deriving from even an
odd j combinations are shown, respectively, on the right an
left of the potential. It is possible to correlate the two lowe
levels with those of a T-shaped prolate top with quantum
numbersvb50 for the bending vibration andK for the pro-
jection of the angular momentum onto the intermolecula
axis. This is done on the right side of Fig. 6. In fact as
consequence of the relatively large hindering potential th
spacing between the lowest two levels~vb50 K50 and
vb50 K51! is quite close to the one expected for a prolat
symmetric top~69 cm21 compared to 59.322 cm21!. By fit-
ting the bottom fewJ levels of thep8511 and21 mani-
folds of the lowestK51 level we derive effective rotational
constants of 0.5018 and 0.4983 cm21 respectively, implying
a J dependent splitting in theP and R branch transitions
which increases approximately asJ30.007 cm21.

What clues can we hope to find in the H2–HCO
1 spec-

trum concerning the size of the barrier for H2 internal rota-
tion? In principle, we could learn most about the barrier b
measuring the spacing between the differentK manifolds
shown in Fig. 6. However, in practice, because of the rel
tively low temperature of our ions~30–40 K!, it is only
lower twoK manifolds~vb50 K50! and~vb50 K51! that
are appreciably populated. Furthermore, the only band d
playing resolved rotational features is a parallel one, so th
we are confined to observingDK50 S–S andP–P sub-
bands. Under these circumstances the primary source of e
dence for the magnitude of the H2 internal rotation barrier
comes from theJ dependent splitting in theP–P subband.

The other two low frequency bending motions which
involve motion of the H2 unit about the HCO

1 ~n6 andn9 in
Fig. 4!, are also likely to entail substantial excursions from
the equilibrium configuration. For the lower vibrational lev-
els it is likely that the out of planen6 and in planen9 vibra-
tions will be quasidegenerate. To a first approximation, th

FIG. 6. Ab initio H2 rocking potential for H2–HCO
1 determined by varying

the angle between the intermolecular and H2 axes while allowing all other
degrees of freedom to relax. The energy levels have been calculated us
by diagonalizing the space fixed Hamiltonian@Eq. ~4!#. Levels with even
~odd! j parentage are indicated by a symmetry label on the right~left! of the
potential curve. Given on the far right are the T-shaped rigid rotor design
tions~vb5bending quantum number,K5projection of total angular momen-
tum on the intermolecular axis!. Only the lower twoK manifolds are popu-
lated in the experiments described here.
2, No. 13, 1 April 1995
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problem can be approached in the same way as for the2
rock/internal rotation, in this case by considering the HCO1

molecule as a diatomic and the H2 molecule as an atom
although because of the rather small rotational constan
HCO1 ~'1.5 cm21!, lesser barriers are required to quen
the internal rotation than for the H2 rocking motion. Theab
initio calculations suggest that the barrier for circumnavig
tion of the H2 about the HCO

1 is of the order of 1300 cm21,
much greater than the HCO1 rotational constant~be'1.5
cm21! and thus in contrast to the H2 rocking motion, the
internal rotation should be effectively quenched, so that
least for the lower vibrational levels the two bends should
approximately harmonic.

IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

A. Vibrational band assignments

Assignment and analysis of the vibrational band stru
ture is based largely on the expectation that complexation
H2 and HCO1 will not greatly perturb the intramolecula
vibrational frequencies and also upon theab initio and nor-
mal coordinate calculations described in the preceeding s
tion. The vibrational predissociation spectrum of H2–HCO

1

in the 2500–4500 cm21 range is shown in Fig. 7. Although
the spectrum appears at first sight to consist only of t
major bands centered near 2840 and 4060 cm21, closer ex-
amination reveals that the 2840 cm21 system is in fact com-
posed of three close lying transitions~Fig. 8! and that the
4060 cm21 system~Fig. 9! is comprised of two overlapping
bands. In addition a very weak band appears at around 3
cm21. Positions, structures and assignments of the differ
vibrational bands are given in Table IV.

Considering the part of the spectrum lying between 28
and 2900 cm21 first, we note that three band systems can
distinguished, none exhibiting resolved rotational lines. T
most intense of the three is the one to lower energy at 28
cm21. Its strength and wave number immediately encoura
one to assign it as due to excitation of the CH stretchi
fundamental of the HCO1 subunit, consistent with the calcu
lations ~Sec. III! which predict the occurrence of a stron

FIG. 7. Vibrational predissociation spectrum of H2–HCO
1 in the 2500–

4500 cm21 range recorded by monitoring the HCO1 photoyield. Band as-
signments and wave numbers are given in Table IV.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102
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band at 2850 cm21 ~Fig. 4, Table II!. Such an assignment is
also consistent with its rather broad~'40 cm21 FWHM!
structure, suggestive of a parallel transition of a prolate sym
metric top. The two higher lying bands are somewhat
sharper, and are separated by only around 3 cm21 ~2876.4
and 2879.1 cm21!. Their close spacing and rather sharp
structure, indicative of theQ branches of perpendicular tran-
sitions, leads one to suspect that they represent two clos
lying combination bands involving the two lowest frequency
bending levels~n6 and n9! and the C–H stretch~n2!. The
normal harmonic frequencies of the two bends are only 2.5
cm21 apart at 194.7 and 197.2 cm21 ~see Table II and Fig. 4!,
although if the bands in question involve then21n6 and
n21n9 combinations, the calculated harmonic frequencies
must considerably overestimate the truen6 and n9 values.
This is quite possible given that these two bending vibrations
will have large amplitudes and should sample regions of the
potential well away from the minimum. Though there are
other combination bands that should also have a perpendicu
lar structure and which should also fall in the same region
~e.g., n31n5 and n31n7!, the ab initio calculations predict
these bands to be considerably weaker than then21n6 and

FIG. 8. Expanded view of the 2840 cm21 system, composed of then2 and
n21n6 andn21n9 bands.

TABLE IV. Observed vibrational band positions and assignments for
H2–HCO

1. The assignments are discussed in Sec. V. Harmonic norma
mode motions are illustrated in Fig. 4.

Band
wave number~cm21! Description Assignment

2840 Parallel
~v. strong!

n2

2876.36 Perpendicular
~strong!

n21n9

2879.08 Perpendicular
~strong!

n21n6

3145 Parallel n21n4
4060.315 Parallel n1 ~P–P band!
4063.822 Parallel n1 ~S–S band!
, No. 13, 1 April 1995
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n21n9 combinations and to lie much further apart than
cm21.

Somewhat to higher in energy, at around 3145 cm21 is
an extremely weak band having the appropriate wave n
ber and structure~parallel band! for assignment to then21n4
combination, that is the C–H stretch vibration in conjuncti
with the low frequency H2•••HCO

1 stretch. The displace
ment from then2 fundamental is 305 cm21 in good agree-
ment with the value calculated forn4 using the effective po-
tential shown in Fig. 5~320 cm21!.

Finally, occurring near 4060 cm21 are two weak, rota-
tionally resolved subbands having theS←S and P←P
structures anticipated for parallelDK50 subbands from
K50 andK51 manifolds of a prolate symmetric top~Fig.
9!. The two subbands occur some 100 cm21 to lower energy
from the free H2 stretch vibration~4161 cm21!, and are al-
most indisputably associated with then1 vibration of the
complex. We note that theS←S subband is somewha
weaker than theP←P one, consistent with the nuclear sp
weights for para and ortho H2, and thus suggesting that th
H2–HCO

1 complex contains two equivalent hydrogen a
oms. Such a finding is compatible with both a T-shap
semirigid prolate symmetric top structure and also with
situation where the hydrogen molecule undergoes hinde
internal rotation.

We have also observed but not properly identified
rather sharp peak occurring at 4065.76 betweenR(4) and
R(5) of theP←P subband. The peak stands alone and
pears not to belong to either theS←S andP←P subbands
of the n1 transition. It might possibly consist of the overla
ping Q branches of then11n62n6 andn11n92n9 hot band
transitions which should lie close to one another.

B. Rotational analysis of the n1 band

A pseudodiatomic approach to the rotational analysis
the n1 subband was adopted, with separate fitting of
S→S andP←P rotational lines~vacuum wave numbers in
Table V!, upper and lower state rotational levels being giv

FIG. 9. Expanded view of the 4060 cm21 n1 band system of H2–HCO
1.

Wave numbers for theP–P andS–S subbands are given in Table V. Th
arrow marks the position of the unidentifiedQ branch~see the text!.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 10
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by the formula:

F~J!5Bn@J~J11!2K2#2Dn@J~J11!2K2#2 ~8!

with K50 for S states andK51 for P states. Constants
derived from the fit are given in Table VI. Due to bette
signal to noise ratio, parameters are more precisely det
mined for theP←P subband than for theS←S one. As
well, the rather prominentQ branch makes rotational num-
bering for theP←P subband straightforward. Matters are
more difficult for theS←S subband where due to the ab
sence of aQ branch and difficulty in locating the first fewP
andR branch lines the numbering remains somewhat ten
tive. The numbering eventually adopted places the subba
origin midway between the estimated intensity maxima
the P andR branches, between theR(2) andR(3) lines of
theP←P transition. Inspection of Table V where the differ
ence between the measured line positions and the ones
culated using the fitted constants inserted into Eq.~1!, shows
that deviations are generally of the order 0.0120.02 cm21,
somewhat less than the width of the narrower lines~0.06
cm21!.

RotationalB values extracted from the analysis are clos
to the calculated ones~Table I!, persuasive evidence that it is
indeed the H2–HCO

1 species that we observe. We note tha
theS←S B values are slightly smaller than theP←P ones
and also that the upper stateB value is significantly larger
than the lower state one for both subbands. Introduction
the rotational and centrifugal distortion constants listed
Table VI into the relationship39

TABLE V. Rotational line wave numbers for theS←S andP←P subbands
of the n1 transition of H2–HCO

1. Differences~last two significant figures!
between measured wave numbers and ones calculated using Eq.~8! and
fitted constants given in Table VI are listed after each entry.

J
P–P band

R(J) P(J)
S–S band
R(J) P(J)

4060.322/207a

1 4062.274/204
2 63.276/225 4058.360/08
3 64.251/215 57.418/219 4067.738/01 4060.908/05
4 65.199/22 56.429/04 68.748/222 59.938/10
5 66.183/26 55.470/201 69.723/209 58.978/09
6 67.191/07 54.501/07 70.708/203 58.018/11
7 68.190/00 53.536/14 71.693/06 57.078/203
8 69.201/217 52.598/203 72.683/13 56.138/214
9 70.195/214 51.645/201 73.688/09 55.177/00
10 71.168/10 50.686/10 74.708/207 54.228/06
11 72.154/23 49.759/207 75.718/210 53.318/223
12 73.160/21 48.830/219 76.703/17 52.368/206
13 74.198/213 47.884/210 77.723/13 51.417/15
14 75.207/216 46.912/30 78.778/222 50.508/02
15 76.214/215 45.997/16 79.778/03
16 77.225/215 45.099/208
17 78.212/10 44.170/201
18 79.219/18 43.248/10
19 80.258/203 42.357/207
20 81.277/02 41.474/227
21 40.569/219
22 39.627/30

aQ branch position.
2, No. 13, 1 April 1995
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n45A4Be
3

D S 12
Be

BHCO
D

allows an estimate for the intermolecular stretch frequency
around 300 cm21.

In the n1 band, rotational linewidths are at least 0.0
cm21, approximately three times greater than the laser ban
width ~0.02 cm21! and around an order of magnitude large
than the expected doppler width~0.006 cm21, assuming an
energy spread of61 eV in the 8 eV H2–HCO

1 beam!. We
remark that for other complexes studied using the sam
methods~e.g., HCO1–Ne!, we have observed laser limited
linewidths. If the broadening results from rapid predissoci
tion, it would correspond to an upper state lifetime of aroun
90 ps. The absence of discernible rotational features for t
bands near 2800 cm21 indicates that for these, linewidths
exceed 3–5 cm21, suggesting upper state lifetimes of les
than 1 ps.

V. DISCUSSION

The H2–HCO
1 complex is a member of a class o

AHB1 complexes commonly known as proton bound com
plexes. A series of thermochemical measurements40 shows
that the stability of such species can be correlated with t
difference in the proton affinities of A and B. When the dif
ference is small, the proton is effectively shared by A and
and the binding energy is comparatively large, the archetyp
example of this case being the H5

1 complex, whose binding
energy with respect to dissociation into H3

11H2 is 9.6 kcal/
mol. On the other hand, if there is a large disparity in affin
ties, the complex is better considered as a neutral molec
bound by electrostatic and inductive forces to a protonat
molecular ion. This is likely to approximate the situation fo
H2–HCO

1 where the PA of CO~142 kcal/mol41! consider-
ably exceeds the one of H2 ~101 kcal/mol41!. Still, the cohe-
sion of the complex remains substantial, with experiment
thermochemical measurements indicating a binding ener
of the order of 3.9 kcal/mol~'1365 cm21! with respect to
HCO11H2 products.

3 Thus the complex is more stable than
most neutral van der Waals molecules, but less so than io
homodimers of the type Ar2

1 and N4
1 which are typically

bound by around 25 kcal/mol.40

While it may be useful to think of H2–HCO
1 as merely

an H2 molecule electrostatically bound to an HCO1 cation,
subtle effects involving transfer of electron density from on

TABLE VI. Constants~in cm21! for S←S and P←P subbands of the
H2–HCO

1 n1 transition. The constants were obtained from a least squa
nonlinear fit of rotational line positions~Table V! to the pseudodiatomic
expression given in Eq.~8!. Values given in brackets are the 2s uncertainties
in the last two figures of the measured constants.

P–P
subband

S–S
subband

n0 4060.315~08! 4063.822~11!
B9 0.4872~04! 0.4863~06!
D9 3.54e-6(63) 2.6e-6(2.3)
B8 0.4884~04! 0.4877~06!
D8 3.18e-6(67) 1.5e-6(1.8)
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 10
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of the moieties to the other should express themselve
through small changes in the constituents’ vibrational fre
quencies and geometries as they approach one another. O
experimental spectra of H2–HCO

1 provide information on
two intramolecular vibrations—the H–H stretch localized on
the H2 ~n154060 cm21! and the C–H stretch localized on the
HCO1 ~n252840 cm21!. In both cases, comparison with the
corresponding vibrations of the isolated molecules~H2

n054161 cm21,35 HCO1 n153089 cm21 42! shows that the
frequency decreases upon complexation. For the H2 stretch, a
simple explanation may be that the positive charge localize
on the HCO1 withdraws electron density from the H–H
bond, thereby weakening it. In the case of the HCO1 part of
the complex, transfer of electron density from H2 to HCO1

may give the latter some HCOneutral character. As HCO
has a somewhat lower C–H stretching frequency~2434
cm21 43 compared to 3089 cm21 for HCO1 42! a reduction in
frequency might again be expected.

Where comparison between calculated and measure
molecular properties is possible the agreement is good. Pa
ticularly satisfying is the close correspondence between com
puted and measured rotational constants~Table I!, compel-
ling evidence that we are indeed observing an H2–HCO

1

isomer with a structure much as shown in Fig. 3~a!. It should
be remembered that the effectiveBv values determined spec-
troscopically are related to the vibrationally averaged value
of the inverse moment of inertia, and as the bond betwee
the H2 and HCO1 ion is relatively weak,Bv values will be
somewhat less than theBe ones. We note that the calcula-
tions overestimate both then1 and n2 intramolecular vibra-
tional frequencies, as they also do for the corresponding mo
tions in the monomer subunits. It is reassuring to note tha
almost identical proportional corrections are necessary t
bring the measured and calculated H–H and C–H frequen
cies into line for the subunits and for the complex. For the
intermolecular motions it is necessary to go beyond the ha
monic approximation presuming infinitesimal displacements
and to explicitly consider the large amplitude nature of the
vibrations. When this is done for theintermolecularstretch,
with calculation of an effectiveab initio stretch potential and
solution of the radial Schro¨dinger equation, there is excellent
agreement between the experimental value based upon ce
trifugal distortion constants and spacing of combination
bands~'300 cm21! and the theoretical value~320 cm21!.
Our experimental results suggest that the calculated ha
monic frequencies for the two lowest bending motions which
principally entail the in and out of plane displacement of the
H2 ligand ~n6 andn9! may be overestimations.

Worthy of note is the increase in rotational constant for
both P–P andS–S bands when then1 stretch is excited.
From an electrostatic point of view a shortening of the inter-
molecular bond is not unexpected as the quadrupole mome
of H2 is around 10% larger in thev51 than thev50 state
~2.17310240 Cm2 for v50, 2.40310240 Cm2 for v51!.44

Thus exciting then1 vibration might be expected to have the
combined effects of shortening the intermolecular bond an
deepening the intermolecular potential.

What of the barrier to the H2 internal rotation? As men-
tioned in Sec. III the principal evidence for large amplitude

res
2, No. 13, 1 April 1995
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hindered rotation might be expected to come from the ma
nitude of the asymmetry type doubling of lines in theP←P
subband. In this regard we remark that although poor sign
to noise ratio for the higherJ lines makes it difficult to
resolve doublets, we are able to estimate the combined wi
of the parity doublets in theP and R branch lines of the
P←P subband. In Fig. 10, where rotational linewidths de
termined by averaging over several spectra are plotted a
function ofJ, it can be clearly seen that bothP andR branch
lines show a roughly linearJ dependence. The linewidths
increase rather more quickly than anticipated if the broade
ing was merely due to asymmetry doubling in a near prola
symmetric top where, using the geometrical paramete
given by theab initio calculations~Table I!, one predicts a
doubling that increases asD'0.004 (J11) for theR branch
and D'0.004 J for the P branch.45 Best linear fits to the
experimental data have slopes of 0.00860.002 cm21 ~R
branch! and 0.01160.002 cm21 ~P branch!, around twice the
value expected for a prolate symmetric top, but more or le
consistent with the value~0.007 cm21! expected from the
hindered rotor analysis using theab initio V2 andV4 terms
presented in Sec. III.

Also in connection to the H2 hindered rotation, we re-
mark that in both vibrational states theS–S rotational con-
stants are somewhat smaller than theP–P ones. Due to the
large rotational constant of H2, even for substantial hindering
potentials, the lowestS state contains a dominant proportion
of j50 basis functions~c250.77 for thepotential shown in
Fig. 6!. These functions are isotropic with respect to the in
termolecular bond, and thus for the lowerS level the H2
samples angular regions where the intermolecular attract
is relatively weak~u50! with a consequent bond destabili-
zation~see Fig. 2!. On the other hand, the lowestP states are
dominated byj51 functions having a node in the weakly
attractive linear configuration (c250.92), being concen-
trated in the energetically more favorable T-shaped config
ration ~u5p/2! where attractive charge–quadrupole force
shorten the bond. Relative destabilization ofS compared to
P manifolds has been previously noted in connection wi
the D2–HF complex which also possesses a T-shaped mi
mum, resulting from dipole–quadrupole interactions.20

We now turn to a brief discussion of vibrational predis

FIG. 10. Widths ofP andR branch lines plotted as a function ofJ. The
slopes of the two linear best fits are 0.00860.002 cm21 ~R branch! and
0.01160.002 cm21 ~P branch! somewhat larger than expected for the asym
metry doubling in a parallel transition of a prolate symmetric top~0.004
cm21!.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102
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sociation in the H2–HCO
1 complex. Experience shows tha

vibrational predissociation in weakly bound complexes ne
not be a rapid process and that simple systems posses
energy far in excess of the dissociation threshold can be
prisingly long-lived. For example in time resolved studies w
have inferred a vibrational predissociation lifetime of 220ms
for the N2

1–He complex possessing one quantum of the N–
stretching vibration.46 In the present case there is evidenc
from broadening of rotational lines that depopulation of th
upper level is extremely rapid, and that depending upon
actual vibrational level, occurs at rates of the order
1010–1012 s21. It is possible for homogeneous broadening
arise for two related reasons—intramolecular vibrational e
ergy redistribution~IVR!, where energy originally localized
in the optically prepared level flows into a dense bath
nearly isoenergetic vibrational states, or direct vibration
predissociation with the prepared level directly coupled
the dissociative continuum.12,47 It is uncertain at this stage
whether H2–HCO

1 is really large enough to have a quas
continuum of bound states at the energies of interest. In
case without undertaking time resolved predissociation st
ies it is difficult to distinguish between these two scenario

The H2–HCO
1 predissociation/relaxation is decidedl

nonstatistical, as then1 state with over 1000 cm21 more en-
ergy than then2 state, has at least an order of magnitu
slower vibrational predissociation rate. The variation is a
most certainly due to differences in the coupling between
coordinate in which the energy is originally deposited a
the other modes of the complex. The normal coordina
analysis reveals that then1 vibration is almost a pure H2
stretch motion entailing little motion of the H2 ligand with
respect to the HCO1. On the other hand, then2 vibration
involves appreciable relative movement of the subunits, p
sumably enhancing the opportunity for coupling with the di
sociative coordinate~H2•••HCO

1 stretch!. Predissociation
lifetimes for hydrogen bonded complexes have been noted
sensitively depend upon whether the bonded or nonbon
hydrogen is vibrationally excited, the former resulting in a
preciably larger predissociation rates.48

Our observations of slower IVR/vibrational predissoci
tion rates for the H2 stretch vibration compared to the othe
intramolecular motions agrees with findings for th
H3O

1–H2 complex, in which the only vibrational transition
to exhibit rotationally resolved structure is then1 band, again
involving excitation of the H–H stretching vibration
Okumuraet al. have suggested that the strength of the int
molecular bond linking an H2 ligand to a protonated mol-
ecule ~e.g., H3O

1, HCO1! can be correlated with the a re
duction in the H–H stretching frequency from the free H2

value.16 Such a connection comes about because the tran
of electron density from the H2s bond to the protonated ion
which establishes the incipient intermolecular chemic
bond, also weakens the H2 bond. It is possible that a similar
connection exists between the intermolecular bond stren
and the rate of vibrational predissociation after exciting t
H–H stretch for various XH1–H2 complexes. As the inter-
molecular bond becomes stronger, the H–H stretching m
tion will be more effectively coupled to the remainder of th
complex and thus to the dissociation coordinate, thereby

-
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hancing the dissociation rate. There are theoretical49 and
experimental13 works that argue that the vibrational band
shifts in complexes can be directly correlated to vibration
predissociation lifetimes, with the predissociation rate in
creasing with the square in the shift of the vibrational leve

The H3O
1–H2 and H2–HCO

1 complexes have similar
intermolecular bond strengths~3.1–3.9 kcal/mol for
H3O

1–H2
16 and 3.9 kcal/mol for H2–HCO

13! and H–H
stretch vibrational frequencies~4046 cm21 for H3O

1–H2 and
4060 cm21 for H2–HCO

1! and a comparison of dissociation
rates would be interesting. Unfortunately, the existin
H3O

1–H2 spectrum in the H2 stretch region appears to be
laser linewidth limited~0.75 cm21! allowing only a lower
estimate of 7 ps to be made for then1 lifetime.

16 In the case
of the H5

1 complex, which has a binding energy of 7.1 kca
mol with respect to dissociation into H3

11H2
50 and an H2

stretch vibrational frequency of 3910 cm21, dissociation after
exciting then1 mode~at 3910 cm21! seems to occur on time
scales of 1 ps or less, with no evidence for individual rota
tional lines in the spectrum, despite the rather large rotation
constants expected for H5

1 ~3.2 cm21!.15

Above, we noted aJ dependent increase in linewidths
for theP–P subband, an effect proposed to be direct cons
quence of the large amplitude hindered rotation of the H2.
An alternative explanation might be that the broadening
homogeneous and arises from a vibrational predissociat
rate that exhibits a linearJ dependence, although this would
seem to run counter to observations for neutral complex
where for a large number of species rotational linewidths a
more or less independent ofJ.47,51There are exceptions. For
instance the hydrogen bonded C–H band of~HCN!2 exhibits
J dependent linewidths, the variations being supposed due
a J dependent coupling with a ‘‘dark’’ vibrational state more
strongly connected to the dissociative continuum. Howeve
in this case the linewidths do not increase linearly withJ, but
rather show the pattern expected for theJ manifolds of two
vibrational bands with slightly different rotational constant
passing in and out of resonance.

So far we have not discussed the fate of the molecu
photofragments arising from the vibrational predissociatio
It is probable that energy in excess of that required to bre
the H2•••HCO

1 bond will be partitioned between vibrationa
energy in HCO1 and H2 rotational energy rather than into
translation. This could possibly be tested by measuring fra
ment translational kinetic energies in a fast ion beam app
ratus.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have sought to understand the intera
tions between H2 and HCO1 in regions of intimate contact
through experimental ir photodissociation andab initio stud-
ies. From the experimental side we have been successfu
the extent that the vibrational frequencies of two of the fou
intramolecular motions have been measured, the interm
lecular stretch potential has been characterized both throu
centrifugal distortion parameters and through the observat
of combination bands, and rotational constants for the en
over-end motion have been extracted. Measured proper
and ones calculated at the QCISD~T! level of theory are in
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 10
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good agreement and conclusively show that the complex
the T-shaped minimum energy geometry one expects fr
elementary electrostatic considerations. Several aspect
the story are unresolved particularly concerning the ani
tropic parts of the interaction potential. In this regard
would be useful to carefully measure highJ transitions in the
P and R branches of then1 band in order to determine
whether they are homogeneously broadened or whether t
are indeed split into asymmetry type doublets. Hopefu
over time, further information on the intermolecular potenti
will come from other sources, including microwave me
surements of collisional broadening of HCO1 rotational tran-
sitions by H2, and indeed from microwave measurements
the complex itself.
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